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Boat Building Master Course

First-time boat builder? Never fear! You are exactly the reason I created the Boat Building Master
Course. In all my years as a boat builder and Naval Architect, I can't count how many times I've
been asked how to build a boat. It's not complicated, but still, many doubt they'd be able to
complete the task. Boat building does seem like a major undertaking. While the boat plans I sell
offer far more instruction and clarity than most others, I wanted you to be absolutely sure you could
do it. That's when I developed the Boat Building Master Course. Everything you need to know is
included in this impressive Boat Building Master Course. Written in everyday language (not techy
jargon). It gives you complete knowledge of boat building from bow to stern including: Easy-to-follow
instructions, sketches and photos that cover every step of the process so you can actually see how
it's done. Insider tips and tricks I've discovered over my lifetime as a master boat builder and Naval
Architect that will help you solve complicated problems the easy way! And included in this exclusive
version of the Master Course is 3 full sets of boat plans. Here is whatâ€™s included in this exclusive
Boat Building Master Course:Beginnerâ€²s Guide to Boat BuildingBoat building like our grandfathers
didBuilding your new boatBuilding materialsBuilding placesLofting ManualToolsThe boat
plansAssembly ManualGluing the seamsLaminating ManualFillets at the chine and insideApplying
fiberglass tapeFairing and epoxy coatingEpoxy ManualDispensing and MixingAdding Fillers and
AdditivesBonding (gluing)Final surface preparation and coatingFinal thoughtsAnd a lot more topics
to help you get the boat built right...Happy boat building, Master boat builder and Naval Architect
Morten Olesen
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Boat Building Master Course This book is one of the clearest and most concise explanations of the
stitch and glue method of boatbuilding that I have ever had the pleasure of reading. Written by a
master of his subject I can highly recommend it to anyone contemplating building a boat by this
method - especially first time boat builders. The author has a disarming and relaxed way of taking
the prospective builder through the process step by step - leaving nothing to chance.There's a
comprehensive section on the use and handling of epoxy resins and a very useful section on the
meaning and process of lofting - which completely demystifies this sometimes 'scary' process.The
three boat plans at the end of the book are an ideal choice and size for a first time builder, and
come as an added bonus to this superb volume.I've personally had a lifetime of experience in
boatbuilding - constructing plywood boats from 8' to 28' - and I've also worked in a boat yard doing
boat maintenance. I found a few delightful titbits of information in Morten's book that were news to
me. So we're never too old to learn.I've built one of Morten's designs and can vouch for his personal
commitment and helpfulness to all of his clients. He's an experienced, knowledgeable and
trustworthy designer.With this book at your fingertips you could be absolutely confident of achieving
a first class outcome during the building process - building a boat you could be proud to own.
Amaze your friends by beginning today. With a copy of this book you'll not look back!

I purchased this book to go along and supplement the books from my boat plan maker Glen-L.
Reading two different explanations on some subject allow you to totally understand what you are
doing. Would purchase this book again.

It is a good book that can help you build a durable and serviceable wood/fiberglass small boat for
knock around use. Included designs are a bit dated, but certainly easily modified. Great value for the
information.

There is no way you could build a boat using this book. It lacks all the details. If you are looking for a

quick overview that you can read quickly then by all means buy this book. If you are really wanting
the details how how a wooden boat is built buy John Brooks book on boat building.
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